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Three-point correlation functions in uniformly and randomly driven diffusive systems

K. Hwang, B. Schmittmann, and R. K. P. Zia
Center for Stochastic Processes in Science and Engineering and Physics Department,

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 8/acksburg, Virginia 24061
(Received 5 March 1993)

Driven far away from equilibrium by both uniform and random external fields, a system of diffusing
particles with short-range attractive forces displays many singular thermodynamic properties. Surpris-
ingly, measuring pair correlations in lattice-gas models with saturation drives, we find little difference be-
tween the uniform and random cases, even though the underlying symmetries are quite distinct.
Motivated by this puzzle, we study three-point correlations using both field-theoretic and simulation
techniques. The continuum theory predicts the following: (a) The three-point function is nonzero only
for the uniformly driven system; (b) it is odd under a parity transformation; and (c) there exists an infinite
discontinuity singularity at the origin in momentum space. Simulation results are clearly consistent with
these predictions. Based on these findings, we suggest several avenues for future investigations.

PACS number(s): 64.60.Cn, 64.90.+b, 66.30.Hs, 82.20.Mj

I. INTRODUCTION

Because of their broad application in biology, chemis-
try, and physics, nonequilibrium phenomena have at-
tracted considerable interest in recent years. Usually,
these systems involve many degrees of freedom, so that a
statistical-mechanical description is unavoidable. Fur-
ther, since we are typically interested in universal, or gen-
eric, behavior, we study simplified model systems which
capture the essential physics of the real systems. One of
the most well-known nonequilibrium models is the driven
diffusive system (DDS), proposed by Katz, Lebowitz, and
Spohn [1,2]. A DDS consists of a stochastic, interacting
lattice gas under the inhuence of an external driving field.
The physical system motivating this model is the fast ion-
ic conductor [3]. In the original papers [1,2], the driving
field is uniform in both space and time —a model we will
refer to as a uniformly driven system (UDS). Though
theoretically simple, such a system, with periodic bound-
ary conditions, is basically impossible to achieve physi-
cally. Instead, driving with an ac field, or one which is
random in time, is much more likely to be realizable.
Since ac fields introduce a frequency scale, the resultant
behavior may be much more complex than a simple sto-
chastic process. We are thus motivated to study the ran-
domly driven system (RDS).

The symmetries of an RDS are quite distinct from
those of a UDS, leading to entirely different universality
classes of critical behavior [4,5]. On the other hand,
much of the data collected from Monte Carlo simulations
of these systems driven with infinite fields show very little
difference, including the critical temperature T, . Faced
with such a puzzle, we considered measuring quantities
other than the traditional order parameter, two-point
correlation function, and internal energy. The most obvi-
ous choice would be the steady-state current. However,
we wish to explore diff'erences in purely "static" quanti-
ties. Exploiting the very different symmetries between
UDS and RDS, we recognize that all correlation func-

tions involving an odd number of particles, at equal
times, must vanish in an RDS, especially for T) T, .
Focusing on the simplest one of these, we study the
three-point correlation function. As a bonus, we find
that, for a UDS, this quantity is generically singular at
zero momenta, for all temperatures [6,7].

In Sec. II we will present detailed descriptions of these
models and the measurements of some standard quanti-
ties which show that these two systems are essentially in-
distinguishable, even though they are driven by very
different mechanisms. This puzzle provides the motiva-
tion for the search for quantities which exploit the
diff'erent symmetries and can distinguish the two. The
simplest is the three-point function. Section III is devot-
ed to the diff'erent symmetries and Sec. IV, the theoretical
background. Simulation data are presented in Sec. V,
confirming many of our expectations. We end with a
summary and an outlook for further investigations.

II. THE MODELS

&(C)= —4J g n;n, ,

&(C)=—J gs, s, ,
(2.1)

In this section we describe the models: UDS and RDS.
First, we review the basis for these models, namely, an Is-
ing lattice gas in equilibrium [8]. Then we consider the
inhuence of the driving fields.

For definiteness, we study systems in two dimensions,
on square lattices. Each site, labeled by an index i, is ei-
ther occupied by a particle, or vacant. Thus, a
configuration C corresponds to a set of occupation num-
bers In; J, where n; = 1 or 0 for an occupied or an empty
site. Alternatively, we may use the Ising spin language
s; =2n, —1, so that s, =+1. The total internal energy of a
specific configuration C is given by one of the following
Hamiltonians:
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where i,j are indices of nearest-neighbor sites. For con-
venience, we will use the spin language in the rest of this
paper. To model ions, we choose a dynamics which
preserves the total particle number X=+,n.; .To ensure
that the system undergoes a second-order phase transi-
tion, we work with a half-filled lattice, i.e., fixing the
overall density to be —,'. Finally, J denotes a positive ex-
change constant, corresponding to attractive (or fer-
romagnetic) interactions. Letting the system be in con-
tact with a heat bath at temperature T, all equilibrium
properties can be computed as suitable averages over the
canonical distribution
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—W[ C~ C]P(C, t)] . (2.2)

To model a system in equilibrium with a heat bath, the
rates are determined by P and the internal energy
difference of C and C': ~=&(C')—&(C), i.e.,

W[C~C']= W(gb/f) . (2.3)

On the right-hand side, 8' is an arbitrary positive func-
tion, apart from the requirement of detailed balance, i.e.,
W( —x)= W(x)e ". A popular choice is the Metropolis
rate [9]: W(x) =min {1,e

Next we consider the inAuence of the external fields.
For UDS, the particles are driven by a field uniform in
both space and time. The effect of this drive is to favor
jumps along, and to suppress jumps against, the field.
Choosing periodic boundary conditions (PBC), which
make the lattice a torus, the system eventually reaches a
nonequilibrium steady state with a nonzero current. The
infiuence of such a field is easily incorporated by having
an extra term in the rate function, i.e.,
W = W [I3b,H +eE ) ], where

P«(C) =Z 'exp( —P~),
with P= I/kz T. At the Onsager critical temperature [8]
T,o (=0.5673'/k~), this system undergoes a spontane-
ous segregation transition: the disordered (high-
temperature) phase separates into a high-density "liquid"
and a low-density "gas" phase.

The dynamics of our model, which specifies how the
system evolves from a given configuration C into a new
configuration C', is determined by transition rates or
transition probabilities W[C~C ]. These enter into the
master equation for the time-dependent probability distri-
bution P(C, t):

a P(C, t)= g{W[C'~C]P(C', t)
Bt

'
c
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FIG. 1. Order parameters in a L =30 system driven uniform-
ly (U) and randomly (R) at infinite fields, plotted against T, in
units of T o.
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universality class that is entirely different [11] from the
Ising case. These results are mainly confirmed in simula-
tion studies [12].

For RDS, the amplitude of the external drive is uni-
form in space but random in time. In practice, we simply
choose +E randomly at each Monte Carlo step (keeping
the axis —say, y —fixed). Using the same hopping rates
as in UDS, we expect, unlike before, zero current in the
steady state. Nevertheless, the RDS cannot be in an equi-
librium state, since energy is constantly fed into the sys-
tem via jumps along E, and lost to the heat bath via
transverse jumps. Since the microscopic dynamics of
UDS and RDS are quite distinct, we expect significant
differences in the typical thermodynamic quantities other
than the particle current. But, much to our surprise,
when simulations of the RDS were carried out [13] and
compared (Figs. 1 —3), there was hardly any difference in
the order parameters (as defined in [1,2]), the structure
factors (for the lowest transverse and longitudinal mo-
menta), and the internal energies (in terms of the broken

—I for jumps along E
e= .0 for jumps transverse to E

+1 for jumps against E .
(2.4) I 00-

UL

RL

One of the first [1,2] remarkable results is that the
second-order phase transition survives for all values of E,
with T, saturating at about 41% above the Onsager
value [10] as E~ ~ . However, field-theoretic
renormalization-group analyses predict that the critical
behavior of this nonequilibrium steady state belongs to a

06 07 08 09 1 11 12 13 14 15 16

FIG. 2. Transverse (T) and longitudinal (L) structure factors
in a L =30 system driven uniformly {U) and randomly (R) at
infinite fields.
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preserved. Thus, the symmetry is identical to the Ising
symmetry characterized by invariance under s —+ —s, in
particular. We should remark that, for either system
below criticality, the physics is more complex, since the
symmetries under both C and translation are spontane-
ously broken, the latter being a result of the particle-
conserving dynamics.

Thus, the consequence of this difference between the
symmetries of the UDS and the RDS is most transparent
for T) T„where they remain unbroken. Under C, any
equal-time correlation of an odd number of spins is the
negative of itself and, therefore, must vanish. On the oth-
er hand, CP requires only that such correlations must be
odd under I' (in y). Since (s) —=0 by our dynamics, the
simplest correlation function which exploits this distinc-
tion is the three-point function. To summarize, we ex-
pect, on grounds of symmetry alone,

FIG. 3. Internal energies stored in broken x and y bonds, in a
L=30 system, driven uniformly (U) and randomly (A) with
infinite fields.

(s(x„y,)s(xz,y2)s(x3 y3))
= —(s(x„—y, )s(x2, —y2)s(x3, —

y3 ) )

for a UDS, but

(3.3)

x and y ponds). Since, for these two systems, we expect
quite different universality classes [4], let alone
nonuniversal quantities like the critical temperature, we
are faced with an intriguing puzzle. Though more refined
data do show small differences [13],it would be desirable
to measure quantities that provide a higher contrast be-
tween these systems. Thus motivated, we study the
three-point correlation function, which exploits the sym-
metry differences to the fullest extent.

III. SYMMETRY DIFFERENCES

Symmetries play an important role in the modeling of
physical systems. They are useful for predicting general
properties of macroscopic thermodynamic functions,
given a particular microscopic dynamics. Beyond that,
they form the foundation for determining both an ap-
propriate coarse-grain continuum theory and the univer-
sality classes of critical behavior. We devote this brief
section to the different symmetries encountered in the
two driven systems.

For a UDS in steady state, the system is invariant un-
der any pair of the following three transformations:

(sss ) =0
for an RDS.

(3.4)

IV. THEORY OF THE THREE-POINT FUNCTION

&[/]= f d x —(VP) + —P + —,P (4.1)

A convenient and powerful medium for discussing
theoretical approaches is continuum field theory, which is
known to provide a good approximation for describing
the long-wavelength properties of thermodynamic sys-
tems. Instead of discrete spins on discrete space-time, we
now consider a coarse-grained version, the local magneti-
zation P(x, t), in continuous space-time. Instead of the
master equation (2.2), we will use an equation of motion
for P itself, together with noise terms. Known as a
Langevin equation, an appropriate choice requires careful
consideration of the essential physics, e.g. , conservation
laws and symmetries. The spirit behind such an ap-
proach is the same as studying a Landau-Ginzburg-
Wilson Hamiltonian [14]:

s~ —s, E~—E, and y~ —y, (3.1)

where the first denotes a global change of the spins while

y is the coordinate along the drive direction. Thus, the
first pair of transformations is equivalent to the statement
that E drives particles (s = + 1) one way and holes
(s = —1) the opposite way. While the last pair is also ob-
vious, we could combine these into an important, but
more subtle, symmetry, i.e., invariance under

8
p( xt ) +Vj(x, t )=0,

Bt
(4.2)

instead of the microscopic (2.1). This route proved to be
especially successful in the understanding of dynamics in
the critical region [15].

Since particle number is conserved in our dynamics, we
begin with the continuity equation

s~ —s together with y~ —y . (3.2) where j is the local particle current. For a system evolv-
ing under the influence of&, a simple choice is

Since particle-hole interchange is also known as charge
conjugation and y ~—y is a parity transformation, we
will refer to this operation as CP.

By contrast, for an RDS in steady state, the random-
ness of E means that both C and P are separately

j(x, t)= —
A, V +g, (4.3)

where A, is an Onsager coefficient and g' is a random noise,
representing thermal fluctuations. For most physical sys-
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tems, A, would be P dependent. However, focusing main-
ly on behavior for small P, we will approximate it by a
constant. The first term in (4.3) models the systematic
evolution of P(x, t) towards configurations with minimal
energy. For the noise, we postulate independent Gauss-
ian distributions at each (x, t), with zero mean:

(4.4)

These are the ingredients for model-B critical dynamics
[15].

Next, we include the effects of a uniform drive by add-
ing a third term,

o [p(x, t )]by, (4.5)

which represents the current due to E. Generally, the
conductivity o. depends on the local particle density

p(x, t), which is related to P via $=2p —1. Unlike the
case for k, approximating o. by a constant alone is clearly
insufficient, since such a term will disappear from (4.2).
Now, an essential part of the p dependence should take
into account the vanishing of j if all sites are fully occu-
pied or vacant, i.e., p=1 or 0. The simplest such depen-
dence is o. ~ p(1 —p), i.e. ,

o.[P] (1 —P ) . (4.6)

y(x, t ) =x[v'(r, —~,v')+a'(r„—~„a')—~,a'v'jy

+ ray'+(u, V'+u„a')y'Z3!—(V g+ag) .

(4.7)

Note that the noise term has also been generalized to ac-
commodate anisotropy. Instead of (4.4), we allow
different correlations for the transverse components g'

and the longitudinal part g. A compact form for these is

Finally, we comment that the 6 in (4.5) is not identical,
though closely related, to E. For example, 6 must be an
odd function of E. Also, since the particle density and
average velocity remain finite even if E~ ao, we expect 6'

to saturate at some finite value in that limit. It is best to
regard 6 as some function of the microscopic parameters
E, J, and p, which arises from the coarse-graining pro-
cess.

Combining (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), and (4.5), we arrive at an
isotropic equation of motion:

a, P =Av [ (r ~v )P+ u P l3!]
—V g+ BV P3 .

However, a very important effect of the drive is the intro-
duction of strong anisotropy. %'e will use the term "longi-
tudinal" to refer to the direction along E. Denoting
transverse gradients by V and longitudinal ones by 8, we
write the fully anisotropic I.angevin equation

While we argue that (4.7) is an appropriate Langevin
equation for UDS, it cannot be the proper choice for
RDS. In the latter, the randomness in E will "wash out"
a term like Cap . On the other hand, strong anisotropy
should still be present, so that there is not reason to ex-
pect coe5cients like ~~ and ~~~

to be degenerate. Thus, we

propose, for RDS, a Langevin equation which is (4.7)
minus the @a/ term. In both cases, we neglected terms
with higher powers of P and gradients, since we attempt
to describe only the long-wavelength properties of small
Auctuations.

Before continuing to compute the three-point correla-
tion function within this theoretical framework, we re-
mark that these equations possess the same CP versus C
symmetries discussed above. It is clear that, without the
6a$ term, (4.7) is invariant under p~ —p, since there
are only odd powers of P in all terms. On the other hand,
the extra @a/ certainly violates this symmetry, while
displaying clearly the invariance under CP, or the other
pairs of transformations in (3.1). Respecting C symme-
try, our theory for RDS will naturally predict a vanishing
three-point function. In the remainder of this section, we
concentrate on the nontrivial UDS case.

%'e now consider the correlation of three particles at
equal times. Since time-translational invariance holds in
the steady state, we may write a function independent of

G(x„x2,x3) = (P(x»t )P(x2, , t )P(x3y t) & (4.9)

where

8[/, p]= fd" dt [/[a, Q
—F(p)]+rl~!pa /+at QV p],

(4.11)

and F(P) is just the systematic part of the Langevin equa-
tion (4.7). Note that, in this formalism [17], the dynamic
functional cF plays the same role as P% in an equilibrium
canonical ensemble.

Both the response and the correlation functions of this
theory may be summarized in the generating functional

Z[h h]=—f2)$2)/exp[ cF[P P]+f (h P+h P—)]

(4.12)

so that truncated correlation functions (known as con-
nected Green's functions in field theory) are simply func-
tional derivatives of

where the average is taken over the Gaussian distribution
of the noise. Thus, in principle, we must solve (4.7) for
each realization of (g', g) and then perform the averages.
In practice, it is much easier to recast (4.7) in terms of
functional integrals, by introducing a Martin-Siggia-Rose
[16] response field P. Specifically, averages are given by

(4.10)

(V g(x, t)v' g(x', t') &
= —2i)iv 5(x—x')5(t —t'), 8—:lnZ, (4.13)

(ag(x, t')a'g(x', t') &
= —2q„a'&(x—x')&(t —t') .

(4.8) with respect to the "source" h (x, t). Focusing in particu-
lar on the three-point function above T„where (P & —=0,
we see that it is identical to the truncated correlation.
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Thus

G(x»x2, xz)

W[h, h ]
5 5 5

5h(xi, t) 5h(x2, t) 5h(x2, t) 6=0,A =0

(4.14)

f dQ, dQzdQ35(Q, +Qz+Q3)
5 5 5

5h(Q, ) 5h(Q2) 5h(Q, )
(4.22)

In this form, it is independent of 4 and can be taken out-
side the integrals in (4.12). Expanding the exponential in
powers of 6', we have

Of course, (4.14) is only a formal expression, while an ac-
tual computation would proceed via perturbation theory.

In this approach, the weight in (4.12) is separated into
a Gaussian part and a non-Gaussian part, which is treat-
ed in a perturbation expansion. Note that this is
equivalent to treating the nonlinear terms in (4.7) pertur-
batively. The generating functional for the Gaussian part
is easily found, especially in the space of momenta and
frequencies K —= (k, co). Begin with the definition

Z, [h, h]= f~yNPexp. fdK[ ,'C 0 —'0+H@]

(4.15)

where dK—:d"k dc@. %'e have also combined the two
fields into vector form:

oo= X f"'Q5 QQ;
0 I

5 5 5
5h(Q, ) 5h(Q2) 5h(Q3)

To first order in @, we have

Z, = . f d'Q5 gQ, . @(—iq„,)

5 5
5"(Qi) 5h(Q~) 5h(Q3)

and, expanding the logarithm,

8') =Z] /Z0 .

ZQ . (4.23)

(4.24)

(4.25)

with

where

y(k, to) h (k, co)

P(k, to) h (k, co)

2X(k ) iso I (k)—
—i~ —r(k) 0

(4.16)

(4.17)

Since Zo=expWD, we have 5ZO/5H ~ZO and Z, ~ZO.
The proportionality factor is just 8', and consists of
terms like (5 W/5H )(5W/5H) and (5W/5H) . Refer-
ring to (4.14), we see that only terms of O(H ) in Wi are
needed. Thus, we have

W, =fd Q5 QQ, @(—iq

and

X(k) —= spick
ii
+ iyik i (4.18a) 5WD 5WO 5WO

X
5h(Q, ) 5h(Q, ) 5h(Q, )

(4.26)

I (k) =7()k
(( +Tikg+Kiik (( +Kxk (iki+Kiki . (4.18b)

A Gaussian transformation leads to

Returning to (4.14), we now have the first-order (in 6')
contribution to the three-point function in E space:

Zo [h, h ] ~ exp . f dK ,'H QH . — (4.19)
G(K„K2,K3)= W, .

5h(K, ) 5h(K2) 5h(K, )
(4.27)

and

Wo[h, h]= f dK ,'HtQH, — (4.20)

Since each factor 5WO/5H in (4.26) is linear in H, the
functional derivatives in (4.27) lead to various matrix ele-
ments of

5 Wo/5H(Q)5H(K)= Q(K)5(Q —K) .

where, by inverting (4.17), Using subscripts to denote these elements, we arrive at

0 i co I (k)—
i' —I (—k) —2X(k) (4.21)

Of course, the three-point function is identically zero at
this level, as 8'0 is only quadratic in H.

To go beyond the Gaussian approximation, we first
consider the eA'ects of . The trilinear term in the ex-
ponent, f @QBQ, may be written in terms of functional

2

derivatives with respect to h and h. In Fourier space, it is
explicitly

G(K„K2,K3 ) = —i 85 gK;

X Ik,
~~
9~~(K, )Q~~(K2)Qp~(K3)

+ (five permutations) ], (4.28)
Now, we are interested in the equal-time correlation, so
the Fourier transform of (4.14) is given by

G(k„k2,k3)=(2~) fde, dco2dco3G(K„K2,Ki) .

(4.29)
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s(k) —=r(k)/r(k) (4.31)

is just the two-point correlation at equal times. That
G([k,. ] ) is purely imaginary in momentum space is a
refiection of G( [x; I ) having odd parity.

So far, we have discussed the contributions to the
three-point function at the lowest order in perturbation
theory, starting from (4.7) and (4.8), namely, to first order
in 8 and zeroth order in the u's. At this level, notice that
no E integrals are involved, a level known as the tree ap-
proximation. In principle, higher-order contributions, in
which we encounter loop integrals, can be computed.
However, since we are only concerned with the proper-
ties at long wavelengths (or small K), we argue that there
will be no qualitatively new behavior, except near T, .
Unlike quantum field theory, the lattice spacing provides
a natural large-K cutoff. At the other limit, keeping T
above T, gives us infrared cutoffs, so that all the integrals
are finite. The effect of higher orders appears simply as
(finite) renormalizations of various parameters, e.g., r, 8,
etc. Since we did not attempt to relate these parameters
to the microscopic model while regarding (4.7) as a phe-
nomenological theory, such renormalizations are "unim-
portant. " In conclusion, we believe that (4.30) provides
the correct small-momenta behavior of the three-point
correlation in a uniformly driven system. Before
proceeding to simulation studies, we investigate this
behavior in some detail.

We first note that a formula like (4.30) has been derived
previously [18]. However, there is one important
difference, hidden in (4.31). Unlike our (4.18), the earlier
work studied the effects of the drive only to the lowest or-
der, so that isotropic X(k) and I (k), characteristic of an
equilibrium system, were used. This precludes the possi-
bility of a discontinuity singularity in S(k), which is a
consequence of the violation of the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem (FDT) in nonequilibrium systems [7]. In partic-
ular, FDT guarantees [19] that, for systems near equilib-
rium, i)i/~i=g~~~/r~~, i.e., a special relationship between
the noise correlations and the diffusive coefficients.
Though we are interested in a steady state, we should ex-
pect the nonequilibrium character to break the FDT
generically. That is, we expect

Carrying out the integrations with the elements in (4.21),
we finally obtain the result

—2i@5(k, +k2+k3)
G k, , k2, k~ r(k, )+r(k, )+r(k, )

X [k„,S(k, )S(k, )

+(two permutations)], (4.30)

where

$(k) = —i—(R —1)
'Vie'9l +O(k) .

k
(4.33)

Note that, by setting kz = —k, —k2, there ~ould be a fac-
tor 5(0) in G. But this is just the spatial volume of the
system, coming from a sum over a translationally invari-
ant quantity. Dropping this factor in defining 8, we see
that it displays all the essentials features of our three-
point function, namely, it (i) vanishes with 8; (ii) diverges
as O(1/k) for small generic k; (iii) is proportional to the
FDT violating R —1; (iv) is purely imaginary; and (v) is
negative, given that R ) 1 is generally observed. We will
see that even relatively crude simulations confirm these
predictions.

Another special quantity is obtained, instead of setting
the transverse momentum equal to k&~~, by integrating
over k2~. This operation corresponds, in real space, sim-

ply to setting a pair of transverse coordinates equal. The
result is a function of a single variable:

ies, R is observed to be generally greater than 1, ap-
proaching unity as T~~. Note also that, if R =1, the
O(k ) terms in S(k) cancel and the familiar Ornstein-
Zernike form 1 /[ 1+0 ( k ) ] is recovered.

Returning to (4.30), we see that, if isotropic S's were
used, the factor in the [ ] brackets approaches

[(k, +k2+k3)i~+0(k )I

as k —+0. Since the 5 function forces the first term to be
zero and I is O(k ), we conclude that G vanishes as
O(k). This is indeed the conclusion of [18]. On the other
hand, if S(k~0) is O(1), which depends on the angle of
k, then generically the permutations will not produce the
simple sum at O(k), leading to G diverging as O(1/k)
typically. Of course, for special momenta, e.g. , all trans-
verse, G Uanishes identically. Thus, we are led to con-
clude that G([k;I) has an infinite discontinuity in the
limit of small k. Of course, for finite systems, k is bound-
ed from below by 2~/L, so that the maximum discon-
tinuity is O(L) in that case.

Since G is a function of two (independent) momenta, to
measure it fully by Monte Carlo simulations would re-
quire considerable computer time. Instead, we propose
to study quantities derived from G, denoted by 8 and g,
chosen for their simplicity and to accentuate the effects of
FDT violation. Maximizing the difference between the
three momenta, we choose k& to be purely longitudinal
and k2 to be purely transverse. From the 6 function, we

have k3~~ k]~I and k3J = k2g. The three permutations
in (4.30) reduce to two terms and the result is proportion-
al to [S(k3)—S(ki) J, which would have vanished if S
had no discontinuity at k=0. Choosing k)~~ ~k2J~ k
and keeping only the lowest-order term, we find

S(ki~0, kll =0)
S(ki=0, k~~ ~0) (4.32)

d" 'q S(q) [S(p,q) —S(p ) [
g p " p (2~)d-1 r(p)+r(q)+r(p q)

for all T)T, . Indeed, the data in Fig. 2 illustrate the in-

equality of these two limits well, where S(ki —+O,
k~~~

=0)
is labeled as the "transverse structure factor" and
S(ki=O, k~~

—+0), the "longitudinal" one. In other stud-

where p —=k, ~~, q=kzi, and 5(0) is again dropped.
Though it is straightforward to perform the integration,
the final form is not very illuminating, even for d =2. In-
stead, we simply note that the distinguishing features list-
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ed above are still present, with the exception of (ii). The
integration softens this singularity, so that g(p) ap-
proaches a constant (in d =2).

Finally, we remark that the analysis for T below T, has
yet to be carried out. There are several complications:
the first is the spontaneous breakdown of both Ising and
Euclidean symmetry: ($(x))WO. Perturbation theory
must now be set up around an inhomogeneous steady
state which characterizes a phase-separated state. Of
course, we can remark on the simple case of T=0, where
no fiuctuations exist and the three-point correlation van-
ishes.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

1.5
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-0.5-

-1.5-

-2-

-2.5-

+X x—~—
X~~ X ++X—

—x —+ +0
X

C3+
X

U Im

Rlm

URe

RRe

Our simulations are performed on two-dimensional
square lattices of linear dimensions L =10, 30, and 60.
All initial configurations are half-filled and random, cor-
responding to T= ~. At lower temperatures, we update
in the following manner: First, a site is chosen randomly,
followed by a random choice of one of its four nearest
neighbors. If the spins of this pair of sites are different,
then we evaluate the difference in energy between the
original configuration and the configuration after spin ex-
change. Finally, the two spins will be exchanged or not,
according to the Metropolis rate

min [ l, exp[ —P(~+eE )]I

A Monte Carlo Step (MCS) denotes L such attempts, so
that, in a MCS, each site will be visited once on average.
For UDS, E is fixed for the entire run, while for RDS, the
sign of E is randomly chosen after each MCS. Since
larger fields produce larger effects of FDT violation, we

used mostly infinite fields, which simply means that
jumps against (along) the drive are always forbidden (al-
lowed). Though we have simulated with low fields

(E =4J), we will not present these data, as they are quali-
tatively similar to the large-field results. Typically, we
discard the initial 10 MCS to avoid transients. Then, the
physical quantities are measured using configurations
separated by 10 MCS. The length of the runs range
from 2X10 to 2X10 MCS. We next discuss the results,
shown in Figs. 4—10. All temperatures shown are ex-
pressed in units of the Onsager T,o.

On a square lattice, the coordinates x=(x,y) take in-

teger values. We choose to have E point in the positive y
direction. For a finite system, k takes the values 2m './L.
Thus, we measure, for the three-point function 8,

$(m) =L e
i(yi +x2 —

y3
—x3 )(2m' /L )

X (s(x, )s(x2)s(x3) ),
where the sum is over all I x,. I. Similarly, for g, we use

1 (g l g 3 )( 2m 'IT'/L )g(m):Lg e ' ' — 5(x2, x3)

-3.5
0.5 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5

T

FIG. 4. Imaginary and real parts of the three-point function

g, in a L =30 system, driven uniformly (U) and randomly (R)
with infinite fields.

+
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FIG. 5. A comparison between the measured Im(g) in Fig. 4
and the FDT violating parameter (R —1), taken from the data
in Fig. 2.

X (s(x()s(x2)s(x3) ) (5.2)

where 6 is the Kronecker delta. Note that both are com-
plex, in principle.

The simulation results of the latter, with E= Oo, are
shown in Figs. 4—6. In the first, we plot g(l), for both

-10
0.5 1.5

T
2.5

FIG. 6. Im(g) as a function of T in L = 10, 30, and 60 systems

driven uniformly with infinite fields.
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FIG. 7. Imaginary and real parts of 8 in a L =10 system
driven uniformly with infinite fields.

FIG. 9. Three-point function in a L =30 system of nonin-
teracting particles, driven with various fields.

UDS and RDS on a 30X 30 lattice against T. Of the four
curves, only the imaginary part of g in the UDS is statist-
ically nonzero. Note that it is negative, as predicted.
Focusing on the part above T„i.e., T~ 1.41, we see that
its magnitude decreases with T. To understand, at least
roughly, this behavior, we recall that g o-(R —1), which
displays a similarly strong variation with T. In Fig. 5, we
compare the data with A (R —1), where A is a fitted pa-
rameter and R comes from the structure-factor data.
Though better statistics is obviously needed for making
quantitative conclusions, these curves provide good evi-
dence for the properties (iii) —(v) listed above. In Fig. 6,
we show only Imrg(1) j in UDS of three different sizes:
L =10, 30, and 60. Again, we can understand, qualita-
tively, this L dependence. Since m =1 corresponds to
k =2'/L, these three curves refiect probing g at different
k's. Recalling property (ii) above, we see that the increas-
ing magnitude with L is consistent with the diverging
1/k dependence.

In Figs. 7 and 8, we show $(1) versus T, for UDS and
RDS, respectively. In the latter, we concentrated on a
temperature range near T, where the effects might be
largest. Due to the extra Fourier transform, we are limit-
ed by time to study only a L = 10 system. As a result, the
magnitude of the three-point function is rather small.
Nevertheless, we believe the data confirm that all are con-
sistent with zero, except for Im($) in a UDS, which
displays most of the characteristics predicted.

The next two figures show the effects on g(1) due to
turning off either the interparticle interaction (J=O) or
the drive (E=0). In both cases, the three-point function
vanishes. While the latter (Fig. 10) is a check on the ex-
pected behavior of an equilibrium Ising model, the form-
er result (Fig. 9) is less obvious. To see this result, it is
necessary to check that the steady-state distribution for a
J=O system is uniform, i.e., P(C)=1 solves (2.2) with
zero on the left.

Im
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FIG. 8. Imaginary and real parts of 8 in a L =10 system
driven randomly with infinite fields.

FIG. 10. Three-point function in a L =30 system of interact-
ing particles, with zero drive.
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VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In simulation studies of Ising lattice-gas models driven
by external fields, it seems that the routinely measured
quantities, such as structure factors, order parameters,
and internal energies, cannot distinguish an important as-
pect of the drive, i.e., whether it is uniform or random
(with zero mean). Yet, it is clear that there are major
differences between the symmetries underlying these two
systems. In particular, the up-down symmetry of the
equilibrium Ising model is absent in the former and
preserved in the latter. For the uniformly driven case,
this symmetry is replaced by CP. Exploiting this
difference, we study the three-point correlation function,
which would be identically zero if the Ising symmetry is
obeyed and nontrivial if only CP is unbroken.

Being interested only in the long-wavelength limit,
where the details of the microscopics are supposedly
unimportant, we turn to the framework of continuum
field theory of statistical mechanics. However, Hamil-
tonians and Boltzmann distributions are inadequate for
dealing with steady states far from equilibrium. Instead,
following the Langevin approach, we propose two
diffusive equations of motion for these models. Since the
drive is uniaxial, we introduce anisotropic parameters for
diffusion coefficients and noise correlations. Further,
recognizing that, in general, the Auctuation-dissipation
theorem does not apply in nonequilibrium systems, we lift
the constraint on these parameters. One of the dramatic
consequences, observed in simulation studies, is the ex-
istence of a finite discontinuity singularity at the origin of
the structure factor, for all temperatures above T, .

Within this context, we study the three-point correla-
tion function in the uniformly driven case in some detail.
We find an infinite discontinuity, for all T above T„at
the origin of the two independent momenta. Of course,
for finite systems, no infinities can be present. Instead,
the discontinuity is predicted to diverge with L, the linear
size of the system. The data from simulation studies
mostly confirm our predictions, although better statistics
from longer runs in larger systems are needed before
quantitative conclusions can be drawn.

We end with an outlook for the future. On the simula-
tions front, there is the obvious need of more refined and
more complete data on G([k, ]). Beyond, we should
measure correlations at unequal times, to map the entire
G(IIC; ] ). From that and the data on two-point func-
tions, it is possible to extract all the three-point vertex

functions, of which there are several. We present above
only the one associated with a term like hat)$, while
others remain to be measured.

On the theory front, there are also many unanswered
questions. Already mentioned is the problem of analyz-
ing the three-point function below criticality. From
simulations, we see that there are dramatic "dips" associ-
ated with T, . However, we believe that they reAect more
the singularities of the two-point functions, e.g. , g ~~,
than those in the three-point vertices. It is straightfor-
ward to use renormalization-group techniques, which
proved so successful in finding critical singularities [11],
to compute the singularities in these vertices. Clearly, it
would be extremely interesting to see if the good agree-
ment between field-theoretic predictions of critical ex-
ponents [11] and simulation data [10] continues to hold
for the universal singular behavior in three-point func-
tions.

Finally, a most important question is, how can a
three-point correlation be observed in physically realiz-
able driven systems? Measuring the two-point correla-
tion function or the structure factor is routine in scatter-
ing experiments. In contrast, very little in the literature
[20] is devoted to the measurements of higher correla-
tions. One source of the difficulty is that a complete mea-
surement of an N-point correlation requires monitoring
X—1 momenta, whereas, in a simple scattering experi-
ment, there is only one momentum (transfer) variable.
Thus, though the higher terms in, e.g. , the Born series
can lead to higher correlations, analyzing depolarized
light could provide only limited information. It would be
most desirable to develop techniques to explore three-
point correlations in a wider context, apart from the
spectacular features they display in driven diffusive sys-
tems.
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